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Abstract. We extend polymorphic type inference with a very general notion of subtype based on 
the concept of type transfo.rnation. This paper describes the following results. We prove the 
existence of (i) principal type property and (ii) syntactic completeness of the type-checker, for 
type inference with subtypes. This result is developed with only minimal assumptions on the 
underlying theory of subtypes. As a consequence, it can be used as the basis for type inference 
with a broad class of subtype theories. For a particular “structural” theory of subtypes, those 
c-(igendered by inclusions between type constants only, we show that principal types are compactly 
expressible. This suggests that type inference for the structured theory of subtypes is feasible. We 
describe algorithms necessary for such a system. The main algoritkm we develop is called MATCH., 
an extension to the classical unification algorithm. A proof of correctnesr for MATCH is given. 
Polymorphic type inference, as embodied in the type-checker for Standard 
has attracted widespread interest in the programming language community. The 
main results therein [2,4,15-J are (i) the principai type property: type correct 
programs possess multiple types all of which are substitution instances of a unique 
principal type, an-3 (ii) syntactic completeness of the type-checker, which always 
finds the principal type. This principal type may be instantiated, dependi 
context of program we to yield an apprcpriate type. may be used 
in many different contexts, and yet be correctly t addition, the 
type-checker equires few type declarations, supports interactive programming and 
is efficiently implementable [ 1,5]. 
In this work we extend type inference to inclu subtypes. This provides additional 
flexibility as a program with type t may be us wherever any su ype of type t 
is acceptable. Our subtype concept is very general and is based on the notio 
type transformation: type t, is a subtype of type tz, written t, I=- t2, 
function t5t maps every value with type t, to a value of t 
may even be a many-one function which can be t 
in another. 
Traditional subtype relat 
int D real, char D string etc. 
subtype relationships between user- 
WOT as been partially 
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relationship, which ight arise when defining an interpreter or denotational seman- 
tics for a programming language, is expressible: 
term D expr, var D term, const c- term, int c- expr, boo1 D expr. 
In such a case, in addition to indicating the relationshi 
would need to provide type transformation functions at map values fro 
subtype to the supertype. 
This paper scribes the following results: 
We prove t existence of (i) principal type roperty and (ii) syntactic complete- 
ness of th$ type-checker, for type inference with subtypes. his result is develope 
with only minimal assumptions on the underlying theory of subtypes. As a 
rice, it can be used as the basis for type inference with a broad class of 
For a particular “structural” theory of subtypes, those engendered by inclusions 
between type constants only, we show that principal types are compactly express- 
ible.’ This suggests that type inference for the structural theory of subtypes is 
feasible. We describe algorithms necessary for such a system. The main algorithm 
we develop is called ATCH, an extension to the classical unification algorithm. 
A proof of correctness for MATCH is given. 
1.1. What is the problem? 
In the absence of subtypes, the set of all typings possessed by a program may be 
represented by a principal type consisting of a type expression alone. We show that 
even in the presence of the simplest possible subtype relationship, this is no longer 
the case. 
Let int D real and term I = hx.x. Clearly, any proposed principal type for I must 
be of the form cy + cy, as I is a function and does not possess type real + int. However, 
as int D rsal, one type I possesses is int + real, and this type is not a substitution 
instance of Q) + cy. A first “solution” is to redefine the principal type property: type 
T is a principal type of term t if any type # that t possesses is either an instance 
of r or is a supertype of some instance of T. From the standard semantics for +, we 
have 
int; c- real * int + int D int + real. 
ence, with the new definition, it appears that cu -, QI is t e principal type for I. 
owever, consider e term twice f hJ:Ax.f (fx) with (potential) prin+al type 7 = 
(ar+cx)+(a+cw). ne type twice possesses is (real + int) + (real - .. int). A simple 
case analysis demonstrates that there is no substitution instance T’ of 7, such that 
int c=- real =3 7'D (real + int) + (real + int). 
strates that in resence of su 
’ Such a subtype theory was first studied by Mitchell [8]. 
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types are represented by a pair consisting of a set of coercion statements { ti D $} 
(called a coercion set) and a type ex he idea is that any substitution that 
satisfies the coercion set can be appl expression to yield an inst 
of the type. Given a progra te such a type expression? 
first result, described in Section 3, states that it is enough to carry out type inference 
in the standard manner with the additional requirement that at ea 
type inference we conclude we have inferred a super-type of the stan 
collection of such conclusions yields ermore, with only 
1 assumptions about the underly cture of subtypes, we show that the 
g type is a principal type asso 
would compute the coercion set-type pair (C, y) for the identity 
C = {a) + p E- my, (x D p}. Any substituti 
ing S(y) for I. 
1.3. A structural theory of subtypes 
While the results in Section 3 provide a general framework for type inference in 
the presence of subtypes, it should be clear that types of the form shown above for 
I are complex and would in many applications require further simplification. 
A specific subtype theory, which we call structural subtyping, is based on the 
structure of type expressions in that every subtype relation is the consequence of 
subtype relations between type constants: int c- real, term c- expr an so on. Any 
coercion between structured types, say ( tl , tz) D (ti , t;), followc precisely from 
coercions between its components, t, c- t; , t2 D ti. For such a subtype theory, in 
Section 5, we show that we can always transform the coercion set-type pair into a 
form where the coercion set consists only of atomic coercions: coercions between 
type constants and type variables. The typing for I would now take the form 
(Ia DP), a + p). 
1.4. Implementing structural subtype inference 
In the remainder of the paper we discuss concepts and algorithms required for 
an implementation of structural subtype inference. Section 6.2 describes algorithm 
MATCH together with its correctness proof; Section 6.4 describes the prob 
consistency checking and some possible solutions; Section 6.5 inclu 
of polymorphism. 
iscussion on the semantics of subt 
setting has appeared in [ 121. In 
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that principal types r “structural” subtype theory can be represented using coercion 
sets consisting only of atomic types. A type inference proced 
lambda- s also outlined therein (in p 
the term but algorithms were omitt 
a theory of types with a general “type union” operator were 
issue of camp e type-checker was noi addressed. 
There are two basic co k rence system, 
value expressions and the language of ressions. Value and t 
are defined by the following abstract syntax. 
N f Value Expressions 
x E Value Varia 
f IF' cc Va!ue Constructors 
N::=xj f “[n](P&, . . .) N*), 
As examples, consider value expressions 
and type expressions krt -j (a + 
A coercion is an ordered air of type written t, I=- t2. A coercion set C = { ti C- ri} 
is a set of coercions. A type assumption A is a finite mapping from va 
to type expressions, often written 2: F. Let Z be a set of value variable 
mean A restricted to domain 2’. A substitution S is a mapping from type v 
to type expressions that is not equal to the identity function at only finitely many 
type variables. a,] is the substitution that maps ai ti and is otherwise 
equal to the i n. If t is a type expression, b (t) we mean the 
simultaneous r ment of every variable in t by its image u S. The meanings 
C) and S(A) are defined in the standard fashion. 
e will often consider some distinguished set of coercions as valid or true 
cions. The only restriction we place on the set of valid coercions is that considered 
as a relation on Type x Type it should be (i) reflexive, (ii) transitive and (iii) closed 
under substitution. Our intention here is that the set of valid coercions {t - r} 
consists of those pairs of types such that the first component may reasonably be 
transformed into the second. The three conditions on the set of valid coercions 
indicate that any type should be transformable to itself, that transformations between 
osable and that the transformation be unaffected by instantiation of 
relation It- on coercio 
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We lift the relation II- to coercion sets by consi ngaGoercionsetto~eaconjunction 
of all its coercions. Informally, C d as saying that substitution 
S renders the coercions in C2 vali rs the coercions in C, valid. 
Observe that It- as a relation on coercion sets is (i) reflexive, (ii) transitive and (iii) 
under substitution. Observe that eir D b is valid iff @II-{a D b}. 
3.1. Type inference system 
ference system is a system of r 
Coercion Set x Type Assumption x Value 
nes a relation, calle 
ression x Type 
subexpressions (
VAR 
FUN/n* 
COERCE 
end is written C, R:S we mean a ty 
except that it maps e xi to type expression si. In the 
rules below, we would expect to have an instance of a FUN rule for each value 
constructor symbol f m. The FU rule allows the specification of ty 
posite expressions as a function of the ty s of the list of bound 
e up a composite expression. 
C,A;~:SfHVl:&.., : rf, 
C, AEe:p 
For some instances of FUN consider the following: 
C,AHV:p is a typing if (N=x and C/t-{ 
and 
(1) (q, zii, U) is a substitution instance of (s’, rf, wf), 
(2) C, A; x’:qt- : Vi are typings, 
(3) Cit-{trbp}. 
Observe that it is an immediate 
typing we need at most a single C 
FUN step. 
Instance). Typing statement C’, 
: t, if there exists substitution 
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2. Typings are closed under the instance relation; i.e. if C, A I-- N : t is a 
typing then so is every instance C’, A?-- N : t’. 
Proof is by induct’ structure of term N The 
is that C, Ik- c+ cl 
3.2. Algorith 
In this section, we describe 
tive of all typi We aacburne the 
function new : (Type Exprmsio 
is obtained by consistently replacing all the type variables in types ti by “new” type 
variables. 
Algorithm TYPE: Type Assumption x Value Expression 
+ Type Expression x Coercion Set. 
t: (A*, eO), where FV( eO) c domain( 
c =0, G = {( AO, eo, (Y&, where a0 is a new variable. 
e G is not empty 
Choose any g from G; 
case g of: 
(A,f “LwlT l l - ¶ GA 0: 
(q A,--, v,, u) = new@, rl , . . . , r,, w); 
C4hJ{ut>t}; 
Gc-(G-{gl)~{~A;~~~9 ei9 Vi)); 
( 9 x, t): 
C+Cv{A(x)t>t}; 
G+ G-(g); 
Let N = AJhx.f~ and 
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the constraint set with the process of simplifying it. n contrast, our algorithm is 
designed to work for a class of subtype theories and is concerned only with the 
generation of the relevant coercion set. In this way, we separate the “‘syntactic” 
aspects of type inference (traversal of the abstract sy:rltax tree, generation of coercion 
set) from the details of processing the coercion set. ne consequence is that we are 
able to give a general proof of soundness and syntztctic completeness that makes 
use only of the assumptions about the relations: typing, - and tt-, that we have 
presented above. Thus, we expect that in many applications we will be able to reuse 
given above as the basis for ty e inference with erent subtype 
urther, as our algorithm does not commit itself to any particular method 
for processing coercion sets, it can serve s the basis for algorithms that ~~tilize 
different methods. This is of importance as tails of coercion set processin 
critically on the particulars of the subtype theory as well as the application area of 
interest. 
E is sound and $syntacticalEy ) complete. 
roof. Proof is given below. II 
3.3. TYPE is ssund and complete 
Our proof follows Wand’s [ 151 concise proof of soundness and completeness of 
parametric type inference. One difference between his proof and ours is that we 
need to reason about coercion sets instead of sets of equations use 
A triple (A, e, t) is a goal if A is a type assumption, e is a value expression, and 
t is a type expression. The pair of coercion set an bstitution, (C, a), solves the 
goal (A, e, t), denoted by (C. a)+ (A, e, t), if C. G be a set of 
goals: (C, a) I== G, if Vg E G, (C, a) I== g. We also if C It- cr( CO). 
We can extend the notion of solvability to pairs of coercion set and set of goals: 
(C,c)I=(C&G) if (C,a)i=COand (C,a)I=-G. 
To prove soundness and completeness, we prove that t following invariants 
hold before and after execution of the main loop in TYPE. 
the values of variables C, G before the ith execution of the main loo 
thus C0 = (b and 6, = {( roof is by induction o 
times the main loop in TYPE is entered. 
TYPE is sound: 
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(TYPE is sound) 
asis: Since C = {(A,, eo, ao)}, by definition of I=, c, a(A,_#-eo: a(aO). 
Step: Assume theorem holds for ith step; show for (id- I)st step. 
(A, x, t): By assumption 
=a (c, a)i=(A(x)m t} 
(by typing rule) 
* c, a( Ao) t- e. : a( cyo) (by hypothesis). 
(A, f mLae, 9 l l ’ 9 e, ), $ ): By assumption 
CC a)k (ci+* 9 6,,1) 
_ C’ It- u({ u C- t}) and C9 G( A[2 : tj]) t- ei : a( vi) (by definition of I=) 
=+ c, o(A)+f “[2](e,, . . . , e&r(t) (by typing rule) 
* (c, a)I=(Cj, Gi) 
+ t?, a(Ao)t-e,: a(ao) (by hypothesis). 0 
roof (TYPE is complete) 
Basis: c, k-e,: K Since cyo is a new variable and 35 A)Nte,) = S(AO)IN(qJ, it is 
obvious that 3a such that &+,_,) = (T(A~)I~~(~~) and i= a(ao). 
Step: Assume theorem holds for ith step; show for (i + 1)st iteration. 
(A, 4 0: 
+ c It- a({A(x) B- t}) (by typing rule) 
=+ (c, o)l= {A(x) D t} (by definition of I=) 
O)IFV(eo) A f= hobo)) 
esis) 
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)I--f “[3](e,, . . . , e,): so(t) 
(hence (C ao! I= C , f m[R](el, l l l , en), t)) 
* Gb!<c, bo( !;~:r(Q!!I-ei:Y(~i',.)A~I~{Y(U!~~O(t)}) 
(by typing rule) 
a since y and a0 have disjoint domain, we can choose u to be y w a0 
= Q-bo! 
A typing C, A b N : t should be viewed as standing for a set of all possible instances 
C’, A’t- N : t’, where C’ is valid. Informally, the set of all valid instances of a typing 
expresses the “information content” of a typing, in that it describes all possible 
“correct” ways of using a typing. For an example, all valid instances of { cy B real}, 
$!I- IV: Q! are of the form (t’~ real} u C, AI- N: t’, provided the coercions in {t’- 
rear} v C are valid. 
Typings of the form C, A F N : t which possess no valid instances are of no interest 
to us. This is the case when C contains contradictory information; for an example 
take C to be {boof D- a, int - cy, Q! - real}. c cannot find any type t such that 
replacing cy by t in C results in a valid coercion set. 
A coercion set C is consistent iff there exists a substitution 
coercion iq S(C) is valid. Define a well-typing to be a typing C, 
is consistent. Immediately, the question arises whether the th 
previous sections carries over well-typings (instance, principal type property, 
algorithm TYPE). Lemma 3.2 Ids with the following obvious modification. If 
C, At- IV : t is a well-typing, then so is every instance C’, ‘I- N : t’, whenever C’ is 
consistent. 
w do we compute well-typings? We simply run algorith 
al coercion set for consistency. If it is consistent, we are 
fail and conclude that no well-typing exists. at this method 
its completeness is argued below: 
x Value Expression + 
if C is consistent then C, :P 
else fail. 
To see that algorithm 
rst, we have that C i 
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inconsistent. We will argue that no well-typing C’, A’t- M : p’ exists. Assume other- 
wise; as TYPE is syntactically complete we can find substitution S with C’lt- S(C). 
Now, since C’ is consistent we must have that S(C) is consistent. ut then C must 
be consistent as well and we have arrived at a contradiction. 
In this section, we develop type inference methods for the case where the 
underlying theory of type inclusion arises from the s~ructue of type ex 
We study the simplest suc;l case: all inclusions arc the consequences of inclusions 
between type constants. The following rules define the relation It- for the theory of 
interest. 
[AXIORI] Cu(t,~t~}lt-t,~f~, [REFLEX] Clkt~, 
[TRANS] 
c II- t, c+ t2, t* - f.3 
CII-rpt3 ’ 
[CONST] CII- gOdzo, 
[STRUCT] 
CI+-tie?:, i=l,..., t2, @=b or 4 
Cll-g”(t*,..., t,)~g’yt; ,..., t;) l 
Rule [CONST] is the only means of introducing “new” statements about type 
inclusion in the system. Such statements are restricted to be relationships between 
type constants. Rules [TRANS] and [REFLEX] indicate that the relation It- is 
transitive and reflexive. Rule [STRUCT] is a “structural” rule that defines coercions 
between structured types in terms of coercions between their components. Observe 
that type expression ti may either be D or Q related to ti; in the former case we 
say g” is monotonic in its ith argument and in the latter, anti-monotonic in its ith 
argument. For some concrete instances of the [ STRUCT] rule consider the following: 
[ARROW] 
Clt-t’,=-t,, tpt; 
[TUPLE] 
Cl~tpt;, tpt; 
CII- t*+ tp t’l+ t; Clt-(t,, t+(t’,, t;> 
An inclusion statement is written C Il- tl D t2. A proof for C It- t, D t2 is a sequence 
of inclusion statements , IS!, = C It- tl b t2, where each IS, is obtained by one 
f the following: 
ISi is a substitution instance of [AXIOM], [CONST] or [ FFLEX] rules. 
IS, is derived by an application of the [T NS] rule to some Z, and I,, where 
1, m < i. 
IS, is derived by the application of the [STRUCT] rule to IS,,, . . . , IS,,,, where 
I 
m ,,..., m,<k 
n such a case, we say that atement C It- tl c- t2 is true. We say C, It- C2 if 
CIIktibtj for each {tibti)E t is decidable whether C, It- C2, where C, and 
C2 are finite sets of coercions. 
ions in contrast t 
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notion of II- studied in Section 3. As a consequence, we wil! show that we need only 
consider coercion sets restricted to be of the format {ti D 5) where each ti, 5 is an 
atomic type: either a type variable or a type constant. 
5. I. Instantiating coercion sets 
In Section 4 we e defined the information content of a ty 
its valid instances. s suggests that there may exist distinct typmgs 
to be a set of 
with identical 
information content. One way this might occur is if well-typing C, :t an 
some instantia : t’ have identical informatio content. Further, it 
seems reasonable to consider the second typing preferable to the first as it contains 
more “structural” information than the first and therefore reveals more information 
to the user. 
Consider the typing C, (3+ N : er, where 
C={ac++ y}. 
Every valid instance of C requires cy to be instantiated to an “arrow” type; hence 
in place of the above typing we can use one of the form C’, @- IV: 6 + p where 
C’={S+pr=++y). 
Both typings have identical information content but the second has more explicit 
“structural” information. 
The notion of information content is essential in defining the equivalence of 
typings under instantiation. It is not the case in Example 5.1, that C = C’. Neither 
C II- C’ holds, nor is it the case that C’D- C. Further, arbitrary instantiation of 
coercion sets does not preserve information content: for example, if we instantiate 
cy D p + y to S + (0 + 7) t, p --f ($ + p), we are missing out on the possibility that cv 
can be instantiated to a type with a “single” arrow type in some valid instance of 
CYDP-, y. 
To see the general form of information-content preserving instantiations 
need to characterize the “shape” of valid coercion sets. Define the relation 
over pairs of type expression by 
tch( fl, tz) is true, if both tI , t2 are atomic types, 
rch(g”(t,, . . . , t,,), g”(a;, . . . , t;)) 
We say C is a matching coercion set i 
Matching is a necessary condition for coer 
set C is valid every coercion contained in C must be mate 
ber of proof steps nee 
Given that valid coercion se 
preserve information content? t, D t2 is a consiste 
we can always find itn informationc9nte 
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core At- lV : t be a well-typing. 7Yhere xists well-typing C, , A, t- N : t, 
with the property that 
c,, A*+ : t, is a matching instance of C, At- 
+ N: t, and C, AI- N: t have identical infor 
‘I- N : t’ is any other typi.rg ttnat satisfies property 
ceof C,,A&N:t,. 
eak of C*, A, I- N : t, as the minimal matchi 
3. Let N = h.. Ax.&, A = c) an ) = ( tN, C) as in Example 
(h I* = (83 + Pd + w* + P2h 
Finally, we need to ensure that representing a well-typing by its minimal matching 
instance does not perturb the most general type property. We need to show the 
foilowing: let well-typing C’, A’t- M : t’ be an instance of C, A I- IV : t; then, we must 
have that Ci, I 4: I- M : t& is an instance of C, , A, + N : t, . To see this, observe that 
Ck, A: I- N : t6 is a matching instance of C9 A+ N : t; hence, it must be an instance 
of the minimal matching instance C*, A, I- N : t, . 
5.2. Simplifying coercion sets 
Another way that two well-typings may have identical information content is t 
their coercion set components are equivalent; they entail each other. 
e 
G={(-P)e~-*Y)L C,={b-a,pr> y}. 
1, C2 are equivalent in that each entails the other: C, I/- C2 and C,Il- C, . As 
CJt-c2 * S(C,)It-S(C,) 
both have identical information content. Finally, C2 contains less redundant informa- 
tion and therefore seems preferable to CI . 
S IFY C = C, if all coercions in C are atomic, 
S IFY Cu{g”(t l,*=*,fn)t)gn!rl,**g,rn)} 
= ‘Cu (j {ti4Dri} 
i=l 
ere @ = - if g” is position, -4 ot 
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preserved. 
IFY maps matching coercion sets into the maximally simplifie 
ercions. It is trivially clear that S Y preserves information 
FY does not affect in any wa e variables coma 
ost general well-typing property is also 
Let Ce be as in 
PLIFY(e,)={CY3t)pj,P4I)CYq, 
In a practical implementation, we would only be co with (p, b ,&, 
6.1. Algorithm revisited 
WTYPE : Type Assumption x Value 
let (p, C) = TYPE( A, A!) in 
if C is consistent then 
let C,,A,t-N:p, in 
PLIFY( C*), A, t- 
ell Typing + (fail) 
In practice, determining consistency is overlapped with computing the minimal 
matching instance for a typing. Instead of the “consistency” check-instantiate- 
simplify” sequence given above, we use the following sequence of tests and reduc- 
tions: 
n Set -+ Substitution + {fail), 
SIMPLIFY: Coercion Set + Atomic Coercion Set, 
NSISTENT: Atomic Coercion Set + oolean + {fail1= 
(C) succeeds and returns substitution S, then S(C) is the minimal 
matching instance of C. If it fails, C is structurally inconsistent: it either entails a 
cyclic inclusion (ar I=- cy + p) or an inclusion where the 
the top-level (cv + p r.=- (y, 8)). CONS 
sistent: whether there exists some S such that S(C) is 
It is useful to consider 
unification algorithm can 
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S(C) is the minimal matching instance of C. In addition to S and C, MATUI 
maintains a third ata structure M which represents an equivalence relation over 
atomic types occ ring in C and M. The main idea is that if ato 
belong to the equivalence class in we must ensure 
matching. Foll the description of unification in [6], we 
terms of three transformations on the tuple (C, S, ): (i) Decomyosi 
elimination and (iii) 
We write {(a, a’) 1 The following conventions elow: 
otes type variables; 
(2) a, a’ denote atomic type expressions; 
(3) at, p, (Y’ and /3’ denote expressions; 
(4) t, t’ denote non-atomic type expressions. 
Let be an equivalence relation defined as before; is the equivalence relation 
obtained from M by deleting the equivalence class containing u and 
[alMgf{a’l (a, a’) E a occurs in t}. 
If /! is a set of pairs of atomic ?ypes then A* is the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive 
closure of the relation represented by A. ALLNEW( t) is the type expression obtai 
from t by substituting “new” variables for every occurrence of variable or constant 
in t. ALLNEW( o + v * in?) = a --, p * ‘y, where cy, p and y are new variables. 
PAIR( t, t’)cf{( a, a’) 1 a occurs in t at the same position as a’ 
occurs in t’}. 
(Decomposition). (C v {t D t’}, S, M). 
case t D t’ of: 
(1) g”(cy I,..., cy”)=-g’ycy;,. .,a;): 
eplace Cu{t~t’} by CU~~~,{LY~@LY~}, 
= e if g” is monotonic in its ith argument, 4 otherwise. 
(Atomic elimination). (C v {a m a’}, S, M): Replace M by (M v 
((a, a’)})* and delete the coercion a c- a’ from C. 
(Expansnorij_ (C v (e), S, ) where e is either v D t or t m v. 
ins a :g-p”?e constant 
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- 
( 1) t b t ‘: perform Decomposition 
(2) a c=- a’: perform Atomic elimination 
(3) u KS- t v I c=- U: perform Expansion 
case 
return S 
end. 
C’ s M Action 
c Id 
{intr>a,pc-int* y,intby) Id 
{przint * y, intt-y) Id 
#Pint * y) 
vi 
HoI, ML I?+, Iintll - 
({a), {j3 j, {y), { int)} Decomposition 
({cY, int), {p}, {y}} Atomic elimination 
{Ia, in4 yL IPI1 Atomic elimination 
{l % iw P’, P”, Yl Expansion 
As expected, {p’ * /Y/p} is the minimal matching substitution for (?‘. 
ple 6.5. Let c = {ZJ D Q + j3, v D hy j, the coercion set associated with the 
expression hx.x~. 
c S M Action 
Id {{al, @L Iull - 
u”c-(Y} {u’+ v”/v) ({CT, u’}, {p, u”)} Expansion 
Now let e = v’+ V”D CX’. As [ajM = {a, u’> avd [v’+ v”jM = {{a, v’}, {& v”)). 
fore the Expansion step fails, causing MATC to fail and indicating that the coercion 
set C is (structurally) inconsistent. 
We first introduce the concept of 
be a coercion set, S be a sub 
types occurring in C or S. 
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(a, a”k M tch a), R( a’)) holds. The triple (C, S, ) is an approximation to 
a coercion set C i he following conditions hold: 
h, h(C) is matchingAh respects M*(h G)(c) is matchi 
+A such that 
on should be read as: if su h “solves” C an 
then we can solve by h 0 S. The secon be read as: any 
solution to c can b:: obtained from S by composing it with some solution to C an 
Therefore, S correspond to the 
olved part of EC}, C=C, and S=Id then 
AOdsf(C, S, M) is an ayproximation to and fu er any substitution that makes 
t make C match a reover, if there exists an approxima- 
bstitution Id in (2) 
is the most general matching substit 
starting from Ao, generates a sequence 0 
&,4,*** by nondeterministically executing ecomposition, Atomic Elimination 
and Expansion. If c is matchable, the algorithm terminates with A, = (8, S,,, M”). 
Otherwise it fails. 
. Let (C v {t rw t’}, S, M) be an approximation to c. If Decomposition fails 
then c is not matchable, else the resulting (C, S, M) is still an approximation to c 
Trivial. III 
.7. Let (C v {a b a’}, S, ) be an approxjmatjon to c. e result of applying 
Atomic e~jmjnatjon is still an approximation to c. 
Trivial. Cl 
. Let (C u {e}, S, M) be an approximation to c, where e is either o C- t or 
t c=- v. If Expansion fails then c is not matchable, else the resulting triple is still an 
roximation to C_ 
number of times t 
[VI,,,, is finite and left unchange during the execution of 
ust terminate. The rest of the proof is by in 
loop is executed. 0 
e now prove the termination of this algorithm. Let 
equivalent classes in 
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AK I1 always terminates. 
, C, denote the values of C before and after any pass 
tter what transformation made, we have ( 
C,). By the well-founded property, the algorithm must terminate. 17 
em-e (Correctness of MATOL). If (? is not matchable then 
else S is returned where S(C) is the minimal matching instance of c. 
roof. By previous lemmas. Cl 
6.4. Consistency checking 
Let C be an atomic coercion set. C is consistent if we can find some substitution 
S, mapping type variables in C to type constants, such that 01== (C). As we are 
not interested in any details of the substitution S, it is enough if we can determine 
the existence of substitution S without constructing it. 
In [16] Wand has shown that, in general, determining consistency of a coercion 
set C must be exponential in the size of C. For the restricted case where the 
underlying subtype theory is tree-structured, Wand gives a polynomial-time pro- 
cedure for consistency checking. 
From a practical point of view, it would still be useful if a “goal-directed” 
algorithm with good average-case behaviour could be developed for consistency 
checking. Unfortunately, we are not aware of any such algorithm. 
Our current line of research is to examine a weaker notion of consistency given 
by the following definition: C is consistent if Cl!-go@ 3” implies that c31!-g”~ ho. 
Such a definition of consistency s strictly weaker than the definition of consistency 
given above. 
1. Let odd = AJ(f 1, f me). The function odd is well-typed wish respect 
to the weaker notion of consistency and 
(into-a, boolr>(Y},0t_odd:(a)~P)-*P 
is a well-typing. If odd is applied to the successor function whose type is int + int, 
the coercion set component is instantiated to { int P int, bool c= intl and is inconsistent 
with respect to the weaker notion of consistency. 
As we can see in the example, with respect to the weaker notion of consistency, 
part of the consistency checking can be deferre 
advantage with this is that consistency chec becomes transitive closure. 
The principal type result remains unalte 
supports type inference in the presence of varyi 
e function odd can be successfully 
a co 
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er such a definition is appropriate, especially in terms of its interaction 
with the basic purpose of type inference- the prevention of type errors at runtime-is 
at the present time not clear to us. 
6.5. Polymorphic 
A major practical goal in type systems is to permit progra 
to possess multiple types. This phenomenon has been given the name poly 
above, expressions may 
g programmer-defined na 
Qur approach is to foilow L, and use the “let” syntax combined with a limited 
form of “bounded” type quantification. This provides ecisely as much flexibility 
as in L and avoids the complexities (and the po !) of type inference with 
general quantification [4,9]. 
In ML this problem is resolved by the use of syntactic device: the “let” expression. 
Names defined using “let” are permitted to possess type-schemes (quantified types j
instead of a type. Names defined in lambda-expression continue to behave 
monomorphically, and may only possess types. Quantified types are suitably instanti- 
ated in different contexts to permit the let-bound name to behave polymorphically. 
A similar approach is possible in our system. If let-bound name x possesses type 
(C, T) we quantify all the type variables occurring (C, 7) that do not occur ideas in 
the type assumption A. In different occurrences of x, we can instantiate the quantified 
type variables with “new” type variables to obtain polymorphic behaviour. 
In this work we have developed a general framework for type inference wit 
subtypes, and have subsequently carefully derived the i ant special case of 
structural subtyping which may be of importance in practice. 
The motivation for our general result arose from our struggles with correctness 
ofs for type inference algorithms as found in the literature. It appeared to us 
whilt the essential ideas underlying the algorithms were intuitively accessible, 
the algorithms made very specific choices regarding traversal of programs (top-down 
vs bottom-up), processing of type expressions etc. and as a consequence the 
correctness proofs were complex. In contrast, Algorithm TYPE as well as the 
definitions and correctness proofs in Section 3 attempt to capture the essential ideas 
e inference without entering into details that are specific to particular 
eories. One indication of the success of our approach is that the correctness 
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this paradigm: these papers include emy’s [ 101 work on record subtyping, Thatte’s 
[14] work on reconciling ynamic and static typing, as well as the work of 
on viewing strictness analysis as a form of subtype inference. 
crat for her care reading of, and corn n, several 
versions of thus paper. e have also receiv valuable criticis ousineau, 
Dave MacQueen, Hemming Nielson, r Remy and Satish Thatte. 
ix 
core 2. We will nee to view type expressions as a partially or 
set. The technical machinery required is taken from [ 1 I]* to which we refer the 
reader for further details. Terms t,, t2 are a-variants of each other if there exists 
substitutions S, R with the property tt = S( tJ and t2 = R( tJ. y Texp, we mean the 
set oftype expressions augmented with the element J_ and with a-variants considered 
equivalent. The set Texp, comes equipped with a natural partial order based on 
instantiation: tl 2 t2 if t2 is an instance of t, . Texp, has a natural “to 
instantiated element: the term consisting of a single variable. We assume that t 2 I, 
Vt E Texp,. Texp, is closed under a “least upper bound” operator, written U. The 
IJ operator is known as the “anti-unifier” or “least general predecessor” of a finite 
set of terms. 
&ions 
I x=l,*y, y=I*x, 
1 x, y atomic, x = y * x, 
x, y atomic, x # y * new( ), 
x=g3(x1, ..=,x,), Y=g”(Y,,***,Y?J 
~g”(x,uP,,...,x,uY”), 
otherwise 1 new( ). 
le, (a + (int, 6001))U(i 
{S, s) t,z a partia 
E S, written u X, is defined 
e least 
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) complete semi-lattice is a partially ordered set (S, d) such 
that every X c S has a least upper bocpd u X E S. 
S) is Q (join ) complete se 
i h, ri) 
It is enough to show that (XI 9 Y A 
Proof is by structural induction on (x,, x,) a 
consider the set (Si( 
is consistent, this set 
ces of coercion set C. 
By Theorem A.4, every matching instance of C is an instance of C*; t 
valid instance of C is an instance of C*. Further, C* must be an instance of C; 
nce every valid instance of C&_ is also an instance of C. Finally, by Lem 
* is a matching coercion set. We will speak of Cit as the minimal m 
of C and extend this notion to well-typings, writing Cc, A, I- : t*. 
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